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ALL met. ‘t his paper develops a number of fundamental tools from category theory and applies 
the :r to problems in computation. The tools in&de algebraic theories, colimits, comma categories 
and :wo-dimensional categories. The apphcations concern making program specifications under- 
btandable by expressin!; them as interconnectiorls of smaller ‘mind sized’ specifications in a variety 
of wtys, as in our language CLEAR. The link Mween these tools and applications is the idea of 
using algebraic theories a< program specifications. To carry out this programme requires developing 
a formal calculus of operations for constructing, modifying and interconnecting theories. These 
operations include: constructing free theories, combining given theories, deriving new computa- 
tional functions from old, abstracting (or ‘hiding’) parts of theories, inductively completing a 
theory, and applying a theory-valued procedure to an actual theory. Because a number of different 
notions of theory are relevant to computation, this paper also sketches an axiomatically based 
calculus ot operations applicable to any notion; of theory which satisfies certain axiomb. The paper 
also presents a number of sample calculations illustrating how the various tools can be used, and 
proves some general theorems which justify such calculations. Part 1 develops comma categories, 
colimits, signatures and sorted theories, while Part 2 (to appear in Theoretical Computer Science 
31 (3)) introduces signed theories, abstract theories, and further applications to specification. 
1. Introduction 
This paper studies several tools from categorical algebra, particularly ‘theories’ 
(in the sense of the ‘algebraic theories’ of Lawvere [49] and subsequent generaliz- 
ations) and applies them to specifying problems, programs, data types, programming 
languages, data base systems, etc. We have in mind so-called ‘functional’ specifica- 
tions which abstractly (i.e., non-operationally) characterize both data and program, 
* The original version of this paper was completed in July 1978 while the authors were at the Computer 
Sciellce Department of the University of California at Los Angeles and the Department of Artificiirl 
Intell~gencc of the University of Edinburgh, respectively. 
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and Bendix [47] is also relevant, as shown by the algebraic theorem pr:.)ving 
techniques proposed by, Musses [56]. Goguen [36] and Huet and Hullot [4&j. In 
contrast, general first order axioms require something like a resolution based 
theorem prover, which is much slower. 
Algebraic theories, in the sense of Lawvere [49] and subsequent generalizations 
(e-9.. Benabou [ 1 O]). have played a role in computation theory at least since Eilenberg 
and Wright [2S], as an alternative to predicate logic approaches, and as a natural 
refinement of algebraic approaches. Other early papers using algebraic theories 
include Elgot LX], Wagner [64, 651, Burstall [15], Goguen [31], Burstall and 
Thatcher [21] and ADJ [I]. Somewhat more recent papers include Wand [6h], 
Girlali [29], AD3 14, 5, 71, Goguen and Meseguer [37] and Kiihnel, Meseguer. 
Pfender imd Sols [-I%]. 
An additional important root of the present work is the a:lgebraic specification 
of abstract data type:;. particularly as developed in Zilles [!,7], ADJ 13. XJ, Guttag 
[N]. Gopuen L-33. :? -I]. Thatcher. W:,!:ner and Wright [62. h,?] and Guttag, 
Horowitz and !Vusser [4 I ]. ; 
We note that while the special case of many-sorteci algebraic theories is adequate 
tor many applications, such as the specification of complex; data type! (as first 
suggest i .! in I 311, there are manv other kinds of theory whicfj are also of interest . 
in comFL:iation theory. These include the i‘dllowing: The continuous and rational 
alpebrzjic theories of 1-4, 51 and the iterative algebraic theories of [27], which comain 
infinite terms, and can be used (as ordinary Lawvere theories cannot) to specify 
programs which do not necessarily terminate. There arc also the error theories of 
[34], which permit one to specify program behavior ir, exceptional conditions, such 
as memorv overtlow, unexpected en&of-file. etc. And there are the Horn clause e 
theories of Deane [&‘I], and many many other possibilities as well, some of which 
have only been begun to be explored, such as theories whose sets of sorts are 
ordered [3Sj, are a category [S9] or are a Cartesian closed category (see [3c)] and 
[VI), and theories for algebras whose elements are ordered [ 12,531. Monads (see 
[ 521) are also relevant, ai shown by the work of Burstall and Kydeheard [2OJ and 
Q&heard and Burstall [6 I]. 
it would be a tremendous effort to develop all the ncccssary properties of even 
;I few of thcsc kinds of theory. We have chosen to develop just one kind in detail, 
and to use it as a guide to a general theory of theories. ‘The intention is to stJ_ldy, 
in an abstract ~vay, those properties of th<orics, 5 *rnd those operations upon theories, 
\\.hich are of interest for specification. Such an approach is very abstract, but it is 
c;is\ier to dcvclop the tlecetrsary results once and for all at an abstract Ic~cl, thirn to 
~I-OVC them a_cain am3 again for each special kind of theory. 
1 Blis paper introduces a number of nt’w ideas, and it ;ilso explains in detail :1 
numllcr of the ideas introduced in the first CI.INI p,aper [ 1 h]. These ideas have 
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been presented by the authors in various lectures. including a seminar in September 
1976 at Edinburgh, and one at IFIP WG 2.3 Chxtreusc meeting December 1976; 
there are also notes handed cjut in connection with Burstall’s lectures in the 
Colloquium on Applications of Algebra in Computer Science at the Stefan Banach 
International Mathematical Center in Warsaw in May 1979 [ 173. The main ideas 
include the following. 
Signed1 theories. The concepts of signature, presentation and theory are well know11 
in algebra; we now briefly recall their computer science relevance. A sigmwe is 
the purely syntactic part of a specification; for a data type, it tells what the sorts of 
data invr+ed are, and it gives the names and required arguments (including thei] 
sorts) of the operators made available to the user. Theories (in the general sense 
of Lawvere) abstract away from particular descriptions of how computations are 
performed. to the kvcl of ‘computational potentiality’, i.e.. to what capabilities arc 
potentially available to a user. These capabilities will be described in different ways 
through the use of different signatures. Such descriptions are called prmwrntiom. 
md. even with a fixed signature, ditferent presentations arc posyiblc, for esamplc. 
by giving different sets of equations. Theories are intended to be abstract (that is. 
‘indcpr:ndent of representation’) with respect to both signatl!rcb and presentations, 
while sipled theories have a fixed signaturt’. and ;tre abstract only with respect to _ 
presentations using that signature. (A hierarchy of lcvelc; of abstraction of dcscrip- 
tions of data types is given in [X3]. These steps irlclude: a!pebra. prcst‘ritation, and 
two IWU~S of thc(.:rv. Signed theories xc a new %tcp between the stxond and third 
IWe:. 1 
and on [23]. The present paper gives results which justify simple copy-rule algorithms 
for calculating cornhirte and apply for algebraic theory presentations. 
Derivation. It is often desirable to define a theory with one signature, use that 
theory to define some ‘derived’ operations in a new signature, and then subsequently 
delete that part of the old theory which is not expressed in the new signature. This 
operation, which is culled derive in CLEAR, involves two parts: a derivor, which for 
each operator symbol in the new theory. assigns a derived operator in the old theory, 
and an operatiort of abstraction, which then forgets irrelevant parts of the old theory 
and re-expresses the relevant parts. This operation of abstraction is accomplished 
through the factorization of a theory morphism which expresses the new signed 
theory (the theory with the new signature) in the old signed theory (the theory with 
the old signature:). This provides a capability for ‘encapsulation’ or ‘information 
hiding’. 
Enrichment. AnoTher thing which one often wants to do to 3 signed theory. i\ to 
add to it some new derived and/or recursively defined operations. Adding derived 
operators will change the signature. but not the theory, whereas adding recllrsively 
defined operators may also enrich the theory. In neither case does any abstraction 
(forgettir+. or hiding) occur, so this is a kind of opposite to derive. Notice that one 
can Fir\1 enrich and then derive to get the etfect of recursive derivations. No special 
additL>nal mechanism is needed. 
Free theories. One of the basic things one wants to know about any structure is 
that there are free objects of that structure; this also involves choosing what is to 
be the generating structure. For groups or semigroups, one has the free object 
gcirerated by a set. For theories, one has the free thekjry generated by a signature; 
one also gets the free signed theory. In category theory, one prefers to express this 
with an adjoint functor situation. (.It is interesting to notice that the so-called ‘Kleisli 
category’ of the free theory on a signature adjunction has as its morphisms the 
derivors mentioned above.) We also make use of the adjunction for the free theor) 
on a presentation, in order to carry out some calculations of colimits. 
Induction. A major problem in computer science is to prove assertions which follow 
with the use of induction from given axioms.l In the algebraic setting, these are the 
equations which are true of the initicrl algehrcl satisfying the axioms (which are alho 
equations) of the defining presentation; in general, the equations satisfied by tllct 
initial algebra constitute a theory which is much richer than the theory of the originai 
equations. The construction which yields the (signed) theory of all inductive con- 
sequences of a theory, is called irzdwe. Musser [%I, Goguen [36] and Huet and 
Hullot [43] provide useful computational procedures.’ 
1 The approach to induction Aztched in this paper is actually insufficiently general for man! ;NI!~cM.% 
,!nd has been superseded in our subsequent work by ‘data theories’, also called ‘canons’ (Burst. 111 and 
(~~y_~rl [ 18. 191 ami KtAchcBl [HI]). 
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Although it is easy enough to define this constrcction in concrete cases, it is not 
obvious how to do so in general, because an extrr,mely general notion of algebra 
is needed, corresponding in generality to the notion of theory. Indeed, if Th is a 
category of theories of some kind, satisfying conditions which make it possible to 
define all the other constructions on theories given above, how can we define the 
notion of an algebra for a theory lJ in Th? We make the following (somewhat 
tentative) suggestion: assume that Th is a 2-dimensional category, containing a 
special ‘ground’ object G (it is a version of the category of sets, in the case ot’ 
ordinary many-sorted (Lawvere) algebraic theories) such that a U-afgebra is a 
morphism A : T + G in Th, and a U-homomorphism A -+ A’ is a 2-cell cy : : A --r’ A’ : T + 
G In Th, pictured as follows: 
While the full consequences of this definition have yet to be explored. we have 
shown that it is ;.n adequate formalization of the most familiar special cases \see 
Section IO in Part 2, to appear in ‘KS 3 1 (3) ( IWW. 
Section 5 (Sections 5-l 1 can be found in Part 2, TCS 3 1 (3)) discusses in some 
detail our notion of a signed theory and introduces our notion of theory enrichment. 
Section 6 discusses derivors; in particular, it establishes the Kleisli rategory result 
mentioned above and proves some colimit results. Section 7 discusses the factoriz- 
ation of algebraic theory morphisms, and applies this to the hiding of information 
in specifications. Section 8 discusses algebras, which serve as models for algebraic 
theories, and introdlxes the inductive closure of a theory-a new theory which 
includes all the inductive consequences of the axioms of the original theory, defined 
using the ‘initial’ algebra of the theory. Section 9 is devoted to theory-valued 
procedures taking theorie? as arguments. and, in particular, it defines the application 
of such procedur,ss t’o such arguments. using colimits and taking account of shard 
subtheories; some examples are given and a ‘copy-rule’ method of calculation is 
,justified. 
Section Ii1 discushcs SOIIW suggestions for generalizing the paper. so that our 
various wavs ot putting theories together can be irpplied to other kind% of thcq _ 
than just many-sortzd Lawvere thcorics. In particular, it suggests a gcncr-it1 
axiometric theory of theories. We can summarize the assumptions involved as 
follows. For Th a categc!ry of some kind of theories and S a category of some kind 
of Ggnature (WC‘ the hAd_v of the paper for more detail, including definitions of the 
col’cept~ useti 1, 
hssumgtion 1. There iJ a l .fo~~ctfiti’ functor L : Th -+ S with n left adjoint, F : S -+ Th. 
which is injectice. 
Assumption 2. Both the cutegories S of signatures urtd Th of theories hate $Gte 
coliniits. 
Assumption 3. Ewry rnorphisnl f in Th bus u factorizution f = em, where e is an 
extremal epinlorphim and m is cl n~orio~)torphism. 
1L 
Assumption 4. TIje ctltegory Th of theories and theory morphism is the underlying 
category of a 2 -category, also denoted Th. There is a distinguished object G in Th 
SM*\I that, for each object 5 in Th, the cutegory Th(B, G) has un initial object, denoted 
T’. The 2 -cells in Th( 8, G) me called -IT -honlomorphisnts, and this category is nlso 
denoted Alg B .
I:in;llly, Section I 1 mentions sonic open problems and further extensions. 
WC believe not only that algebraic theories are important as a tool for computation 
theory. but so are comma categories and colimits. The latter are well enough known. 
and have been explained and exploited in the context of various computational 
applications. However, comma categories have been much less accessible, and were 
once mysterious even to many practitioners of pure category theory. Thus, we hope 
to be making somewhat of a contribution just by explaining and applying this concept 
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in some detail, for we believe it will be broadly usefu! elsewhere as well. The same 
applies to the two-dimensional categories introduced in Section 8. 
The reader should bear in mind that the material in this paper is presented at 
several levels of abstraction. Some of the results are essentially pure category theory, 
and can be applied to many other situations than theories; for example, our discussion 
of the adjunction between signatures and theories, leading to the discussion of 
derivors, is just a special case of the general Kleisli category construction. 
2. Categorical background and fundamentals 
This section introduces notation and tools which are used throughout thz paper. 
The reader is assumed familiar with basic set theory and category theory. 
Let S be a set. Then S’ denotes the set of all non-empty strings of elements from 
S; ;md S* denotes the set of all strings from S, including the empty string. denoted 
A. X&d denotes the cardinality of set A or the length of a string A. l.$ denotes the 
identity function S --, S. 
If A, B are sets, then A x B denotes their Cartesian product: ordered pairs are 
denoted (u, h), and similarly for ordered n-tuples. If I is an index set. then (a, 1 i E I) 
denotes an I-indexed family. If f : A -+ R is a function, we shall use the words 
injectivc, surjective and bijective instead of the more familiar one-to-one. onto and 
isomorphic. If A,, c A, then A,, 1 f denotes tho rvstrictioo of f to A,,. If B,, c N. and 
th.2 image of f is contained in B,,, then ft B,, denotes the cortwicvion of .f to B,,, 
a function A -+ R,,. 
We &note categories by boldface strings, beginning with a capital letter: c.g.. A, 
B. C. Cat. If C is a category, then ICI denotes its class of objects. and CM B) 
denotes the class of morphisms from .4 to i3 in C : wt” call .A, B the solirce and 
target of f E C(A, B), respectively, and we write &,f = A and i+f = B. For A c ICI, 
L.,E C(& A) is the identity at A. For f~ C(A, B) and go C(B, 0. f 3 g or fK 
denotes the composition, in C&4, c’). 
Set denotes the usual category of sets. We shall usually (but not always) indicate 
the applicittion of a function if to an element cr of its source‘ by &I). rather than 
by (if; we write .fg for the function II such that h(tr) = s(.f(n)), or a/r = (@s. The 
silme holds for morphisms in other concrete categories, including Cat, the c:ltegoq 
of hnall~ categories. I‘l~us, we might writt‘ I%( f\ t?.)r G(F(f)), where (3, F arc 
functors. did f is it morphism in the source category of F: but we might also write 
/‘rG, if thilt helps with some particular proof. We hope that this (rare) notation l,Gll 
not C‘~USC confusion wherl it is actu,ll!v used. Natural trurlsf(,rnl;ltit,ns art‘ indic;lrc4 
_ by double iu-rows’, e.g., 7 : F* G. 
A cemrally important concept in the development to follow is that of an adjoint 
4tu:ltion. Bec:iusc: of its importance :Ind frequency of occurrence, we develop special 
m%ttion. Let F: A -+ B anti C.!: 8 + A be fL]nctors. \j’c \yrite F--I Lj to indicate that 
I.‘ is IL’ff itaficJiIlt to I/!, aiid ~vt‘geii~rally et v., : A -+ I4 F( A ) ) dcnottz the f components 
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of the) unit of the adjunction, and Q. * F( U( I?)) -+ B the co-unit. Both the natural 
isomorphism 8(F(A), B) -, A( A, O(B)) and its inverse A(A, U(B)) + B( F( A), B) 
are denoted SF (‘sirarp’). For f: F(A) --* B and g :A + U(B), we write both f” = g 
(not a(f) = g) and go = J We shall also find it very useful in certain proofs to have 
available a graphical representation of this relationship. Thus, both 
f - and E 
g f 
mean that f = go, In more detail, so as to indicate sources and targets, we would write 
F(A)A S A : IQ B) 
W) or (JO . 
AL U(B) F(A)-I, B 
In fact, the naruraliay of the isomorphism is reflected, using this notation, in the 
following rule: 
AL 
U(h) 
U(B) A’: A 5 CI(B) - U(B’) 
(NAT) 
f 
implies 
F‘(U) f h 
F(A)-+ B F( A’) - F(A)+B-+B’ 
for any Q 4’. b, K :n equations, this becomes (a ego LJ( b))” = F(a)og’c~ b. Taking 
a, tx- b, to be an identity morphism, we get 
AL A: u(B’) 
[r(b) 
1J1 B) - U(B’, 
(RNa4T) 
F(/-d B 
implies 
f b 
F(A)---43-43’ 
AA U(B) A': A: U<B) 
(LNAT) 
F(A) -I, B 
implies 
F(a) 
F( A’) - F(A)L B 
special cases which will often be used in the following. 
This notation also gives us convenient forms of definition for the unit and co-unit 
of the adjunction. n tmely, 
F(A) ‘12 F(A) 
(UNIT) - 
,/\ T)+ u(FM)) 
and 
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We can now deduce from (RNAT) and (COUN), using g = 1 I’[ f3), the following 
useful relationship: 
U(B)I”“‘CJ(B)Z U(g) 
(RCOLJN) 3 
F( WQ) 
‘Ii ~ B -Ir, B’ 
i.e., U(h)” = F/SO h. 
Similarly, we can also deduce 
I. ( u 1 
F(A) I_* F(A’) k F(A’) 
(LUN) 9 
(1 
A - A’ -& U(F(A’)) 
i.e., f-7 II )’ = n 0 -rj,.\,. 
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can be taken as pairs {C L G(B), B), and the morphisms can be taken as single 
morphisms b in B, since C is fixed; and the objects of (C/ C) can be taken as single 
morphisms C L B in C., since the source is fixed, with morphisms ingle morphisms 
i, in C. In all cases, the simpler representations give isomorphic categories, so that 
no harm results from their use. 
There is an interesting connection between adjunctions and comma categories, 
originally noticed by Lawvere (and stated as an exercise in [50, p. 843). Letting A, 
8, C, F and G be as in the paragraph defining comma categories, define a ‘projection’ 
funrtnr U-.-L rr : (-F/G) + A x B as follows: rr((A, F(A) -2 G(B), B)) =(A, B), and 
n((n, b)) = (a, b,\, where A x B is the ‘product’ category, whose objects are pairs 
(A, B), and whose morphisms (A, t3) + (A’. B’) are pairs (a, b) with a : A + A’ and 
h:B+B’. 
Proposition 1. r --I (i ifi there exists an isomorphism H : ( A/ (1; ) + (F/ B) of mtegories 
which commutes with the projections. i.e.. such that 
(A/G))’ (F/B) 
\ J 
Ax8 
This result can be proved using the results ahvut adjunctions given earlier, by 
noting that !!((A, A -J-+ G(B), B))=(A, F(A) 2 B, I?). The comma category 
isomorphism (A/G) = (F/B) is essentially a global version of the natural equivalence 
A( FL G(B)) = B(F(A), B) of set-valued functors. 
There are many instances of comma categories in computer science. One whole 
family of examples arises from the fact that indexed families of sets form comma 
categories. Indexed families of sets occur frequently, for example, in the mathemati- 
cal study of data structures (see, e.g., [8]>. Let S be a set. Then the category of 
S-indexed families of disjoint sets is isomorphic to the comma category (Sea/S). 
For the objects of (Set/S) are functions c’ : A + S, which assign to each a E A its 
indes c( a ); thus, the corresponding S-indexed family is (c ’ ( s j ) s E S). The morph- 
isms of ( Set/S) from c : A -j S to d : B + S are functions f : A -+ B such that @ = c’, 
WX~ these correspond bijectivciy with families (f\ : L’ ‘(s) + d- ‘W 1 s E S;, with f, 
king the restriction of /’ to c ’ (s ), and f being the union of all the f\. 
Carqorics of graphs of various kinds are aisc? comma categories. For a graph G 
cm bc vie\+ cd as a function G : E -+ V X V, where E is its set of edges, V is its set 
of vertices or nodes, and the value of G(e) is the pair (n,,, nr) in which no is the 
sc)llrce of t and 11, is the target of e; these are written &e = IZ() and $ e = nl 
respectively. Note that we can reconstruct G from know+ _ ib and ill, by defirtin;; 
G [ c)) = (i+,e, d, eb. A gmph nwphisrn 34 from C; : E --+ \, ‘. b’ co C? : l? -7 !” x L” is 
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a pair (J K) of functions, f : E + E’ and g : V + V’ such that 
commutes. (We may write (&I( for g, M for f, or even M for g, as con~m~ient.) The 
resulting category Graph of graphs is the comma category (SetjSC?). where 
SO: Set + Set is the functor sending V to V X V and g to g X g. (Notice that this 
notion of graph, differs from the usual notion of ‘directed’ graph in that it permits 
more than one edge between the same pair of nodes.) 
So-called ‘polyadic graphs’ or ‘polygraphs’ can be treated in the same way, as 
the comma category (Set/Q), where Q: Set + Set sends V to V* X 1,” and g to 
g%g’. A polygraph is thus a function 6: E + V* x Vi with de = (&,P, ii, e) with d,,c 
the ‘,ourct’s of 4, and i~,c the targets of c. A typical polyedge 4: 14 + r (meaning that 
iI,, = If. ir, tp = t‘l car? be pictured as 
wtwrc if = s, . . . s,, ;r.nd c = s; . . . s:,,. Pol!radic graphs ;ue essentially the hame thing 
as signatures, which are discussed in detail in the next section. 
Htx~use of rts critical importance to the material of this paper, wc give :I more 
dctaikd rcvicw of the dt.ztinitions and notation for diagrams and colimits. 
I’hc simplest view is that a diagram in a category C is a graph with each node 
labelel;l by an object in C, and each edge e lab&d by a morphism in C, between 
the objects which label the source and target oi the edge 6’. In the notation developed 
alx~vt‘, this can be expressed in the following way: If C is a category, let U(C) 
cknotl: its ‘underlying graph‘. whose nodes are the: objects of C, whose edges arc3 
the n~orphisms of C, and whose source and target functions are the same in U(C) 
;I\ in 4s. Then a diagram in C is a graph morphism M : C; + I!( C ), for somt: graph 
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G. We shall call G the underlying graph of M, or the shape of M, and we shall also 
feel free to write M : (3 + C for notational convenience. For example, the above 
square defining graph rnorphisms is a diagram in Set, with four vertices and four 
edges. The category of diagrams in C is thus the comma category (Graph/ I/( C) j. 
There is an alternatrve formulation which we shall use later. Let F(,G) denote 
the free category generated by the graph G; its objects are the nodes of G, and its 
morphismP are the paths of G, The functor F from Graph to Cat is left adjoint to 
the forgetful functor U. Thus there is a bijection between graph morphisms M: 6 -+ 
U( C) and functors MS: F(G) --, C. Therefore, we could just as well have defined 
a diagram in C to be a functor whose target is C and whose source is a small 
category. This can d!rso be seen in the light of the phenomenon reported in Proposition 
1. The adjunction I+ U gives rise to the isomorphism 
(Graph/ U 1 z (F/Cat) 
of comma categories. Here, (Graph/ U 1 is the category of diagrams in : he first 
formulation, and (F/Cat) is the category of diagrams in the alternative formulaticin. 
We can non fix C, to obtain the following isomorphism of subcategories 
(Graph/CI(C)k(F,E). 
Furthtx fixing a graph G gives the following isomorphism of xts (of morphism+ 
Graphs G ’ I( C)) 2 Cat( F( G ), c ). 
‘I’he tkt i hat Cat ha:, the additional structure provided by having natural transforma- 
tionh between functors (or. as we can say in the language of Section 8, that Cat is 
a 2-dimen4onal category) makes it possible to regard the set Cat( F( G), C) as itself 
;I category. We will be using this in the following to get morphisms of diagrams. 
The category of all functors from A to B is denoted [A, B] in the following. 
t\ WKC (Y (more cxxtly, we should perhaps call it a co-cone) over a diagram 
,!I : G + C in C, is an object i\ E ICI called the apex, and a family cu( fz j : M( tt I--+ A 
of morphisms in C. one for each node IZ in lG[, such that for each edge e: 11 + d 
in (r;. 
commutes in C. CVc 41 ‘$1 the tx~sv of the cone N, and we use the notation (1 : hfi A. 
111 the alternative formulation, cr is actually a natural transformation2 M’=+& of 
functors F(G) + C, where AtI : F(G) + C is the ccnstant functor, &(n) = A for all 
nodes n, and d,,,( p) = 1 rI for all morphisms p in F(G) (i.e., all paths p in G). If LY, 
p are cones with base M, and with apexes A, B respectively, then a morphism of 
cmes a + p is a morphism f : A --) d in C such that, for each node IZ in G, 
mmrnutes in C. Let Cone(A4, C) denote the resulting category of all cones over 
M in C. Ther; a cohnit of IL2 is an initial object in Cone( M, C), i.e., a cone 0 : M * A 
such that. fog* any other COW /3 : hfq B with base M, there is a unique morphism 
of cones f’: N -+ p. Because ar.y two initial objects in a category are isoin0r~hic. the 
colimit concept is uniquely defined up to isomorphism. It also follows that the apcxcs 
arc isomorphic in C. The apex of a colimit cone is often called a colimit object. The 
morphisins (Y ( 12 ) : M t II ) + A of a colimit cone are called its inj4ctiorw. 
In the alternative Cormulation, Cone( AI. C) is the comma category ( MS/J A where 
3 : C + [F( Ci), C] is the functor which produces the constant functor J ., : F(G) + C 
from ,4 t’: 1 Cl , ;IS in [%I, p. ri7] and [F( (4, C] is the category of all functors from 
F-(G) to c. 
kg.. [50, p. 1 151) that any left adjoint is colimit preserving. 
If M : G -+ C and hf’ : (I’ I + C are two diagrams with the 
c:ltqory C. then ii nzor&Irisrn f: Al+ Al’ from 1\1 to M’, is a 
.!I’( II ) of morphisms in C. WC fi:r wch wdc 11 of G, wcf. 
t’ : II -+ I1 r of G t hc3 diqwn 
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Cm?!??s:2~ 23 C. Let Diag( G, C) denote the resulting category of diagrams with 
shape G. This category is isomorphic to the functor category [F( G i, C]. 
Now if a : ,VI*A and a,‘: M’sU’ are colimits, with M, M’: G -+ C, and f: AI+ 
M as &ove, then there is a unique induced morphism a : A --, A’ in C such that 
for each lode 11 in (3. the diagram 
cornmutts in C. This morphism LI i;::l\p b,~’ called the colimit of f 
If @ has colimits of all diagrams with shape G, and if we choose one particular 
colimit, CY\! say. for t:ach M : G+ U(C). then the above construction yields a 
functor : Diag( G, C 1 4 C, that m:lps each M to the apex AIf of cy,2f, and the oolimit 
of each /‘: A!=3 ,\I’ to it4 (lolimit, a morphism At1 -+ A,,fe in 6. We shall call such a 
ch~icc of ctjlimits. togothcr with the morphisms induced among their apexes, a 
cwrrwlicul cdimit 01 tx G. 
In case G has no4e set I and edge set (3, a diagram h;f with shape G in C is an 
I-indexed family (A$),, I of objects in C, a morphism f : M -+ M’ of such diagrams 
is an I-in&sed fam!y (_/; : Ad, -+ Al:),, I of morphisms in C, a colimit of a diqram 
.‘U is a coproduct [ 1,. , Ad,, and a colimit of f : Ad+ A1 is the unique morphism 
denoted 11,. ,_/; : 1 I,, , M, -+ 1 Ii, , M:. Canonical colimits over this shape are called 
ell twtlicd wpnwiuc’ts. 
The following will be used a number of times in this paper to show that various 
c;ltcgories .irt’ coc~~mplcte. I3ecause it mav seem rather surprising that the functol 
<; need not l)e colimit preserving, and hecausc (as far as we know) the result has not 
> et appeal cd in the lit;raturc, we include a proof of it here. By composing the 
conim;r ca. egory pr0jcction functor TT : ( C/G 1 -+ B x C with the prodL!ct category 
projcr‘tion flrnctors 8 X C -+ B and B X C -+ C, we obtain (respectively 1 projection 
functors ( cZ/ G) + B and i C/G) + C. 
Proposition 2. Let B nnd C be (finitely) cocomplete ntd let G : B --+ C he CI functor. 
T/14t1 the c’ot~1ma ccitegor!’ ( C/ G ) is r/lso (.fiiiitel?*) cocomplete. Moreover, the projec‘tion 
fullc-tars ( C/ G ) --, B atld ( C/G) -+ C preserve (finite) colimits. 
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Proof. Let Ai =(Ci, Ci : Ci + G( Bi), Bi) be objects If (C/G) for i E I (finite). Let 
C = [Ii C, with injections k,, : C,, + C for ti E I; let B = 11; Bi with injections j,, : B,, + 
B, and let c: C + G(B) be the unique morphism in C such that the diagram 
c,- (II G(B,,) 
commutes for all 1’2 E I. Then we claim that the coproduct I I,, , A, is A = 
CC, c: C + G(B), B), with injections (k,,, j,,): A,, -+ A. 
Suppose we are given A’ = ((7, c’ : C + G( B’), B’) and (k:,, j:,) : A,, 4 A’ in ( C/G 1. 
Then the universal properties of C and B give k’ : C --, C’ and j’ : R -+ B’ such that 
k,,k’ = k:, and j,,j’ = jil for all u E 1. It now follows that the (middle) diagram given 
twtow: 
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Let k : C-, + C3 be the coequalizer of c, c’ in C, and let j: B2 + B3 be the coequalizer 
of 6, 6’ in B. Now let c3 : C3 + G(B3) be the induced morphism (from noting that 
c( c:G( j)) = c’(c?G( j)), because clG( h)G( j) = c,G( h’)G( j) because !~j = b’j). We 
now leave it to the reader to check that A3 = (C,, c3: C,-+ G( B3), B) coeqtializes 
(c, b), (c’, b’) in ( C/G). 
Therefore (e.g., by the dual of [SO. p. 109]), (C/G) has (finite) colimits. The 
preservation of properties follows from the constructions. Cl 
The following two results are presumably more or less known, and a related result 
is proved in [SO, p. 1171. We therefore omit the proofs.’ 
Proposition 3. Let l3 be (finitely) cocomplete, let F : A + B be a functor, let M : G -+ 
(F/B) be a (*firrite) d!agratn, and assume that tt2e A-cotnpoeent of M has a coiimit, 
call it A, wl2ich is presertled by F. Thert M Izas a colimit, whose A-componenZ is A. 
Corollary 4. If A ar2d B r?re both (fit2itely) cocornplet~ artd F : A -+ B preserces ( firzitu) 
colin2its, then ( F/B) is (finitely) cocomplete. Moreover, the functor (F/B) + A which 
extracts the A -componetit, preserves (finite) colirnits. 
Thehe results are very useful in stuclj i;: g colimits in categories of theories, in the 
following. The machinery of this section can also be used to prove a number of 
results already thought :to ke of some interest in computer science. For example, 
from the facts that Graph is the comma category (Set/SO) and that Set is 
cocomplete. we immediately conclude that we can take colimits of diagrams of 
oranhl. including pushouts. The fact that G-labeled graphs then form a comma * . 
category (Gra&G) gives us colimitc (in particular. pushouts) of labeled graphs. 
The extension to polygraphs is also immediate. Results like this are proved more 
laboriously in literature, for example, in [24]. 
For the reader who wants to sue a fuller treatment, the canonical text on category 
theory is [SO]. where it has been noted that “for a time (comma categories were) a 
sort of secret tool in the arsenal of knowledgeable experts”. Hopefully, computer 
scic‘ntists can also put it to good use. Less condensed than [SO] but alw less complete 
is the work by Herrlich and Strcxker [ 421. Arbib and Manes [9] can be recommended 
for their brtwzy style, although it is more condensed than it appears. Manes [52] 
covers topics related to algebraic theories very nicely. The original ADJ reports [ 1,6] 
prcscnt ;I few basic topics in great detail, with motivation from theoretical computer 
science. rather than m;ithematics. The notation of this paper is closest to that US& 
hy ,UIJ in 11 , 2, h]. For more information on colimits (or the dual notion of limits). 
see [W. pp. 6 2-72, Chapter V] or [42, Chapter VI]. 
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3. Signatures 
The applications to programming require us to distinguish not only the mrious 
sorts c\f data around, but also the various operations which are thought of as given 
or basic upon these sorts. Thus, purely abstract theories as envisaged by Lawvere 
[WI. are not sufficient for our needs. This section introduces the necessary concrete 
structures, which are later added to theories, and also proves certain properties of 
these structures, in a way which illustrates the methods of the previous section. The 
notation used here for many-sorted structures is based on indexed sets. following 
Cioguen [32]. This not::tion is considerably simpler than that of Higgins [43]. 
Hcnabou [ 101 or Birkhoff and Lipson [ 111. 
is (r~cp’~ &): (S, 2) + (S”, z”‘). where (gg’),,,, = g,.,g&,. The identity 0. C) is the 
pair (1 + 11). This gives the category Sig of all (sorted) signatures. 
The above definitions do not delimit the only possibly interesting kind of sigliature. 
but rather, the one we use in this paper. Definition 2 generalizes to non-trivial 
co-arity just as Definition 1 did, by replacing s c S by 2‘ E S’. 
The usual Lawvere algebraic theories are one-sorted, and most definitions of 
signature do not permit non-trivial co-arity. Spe(.iJizing in both these ways, a ranked 
dpitihr is a sequence V \-,, J2, . . . of sets, +A -,1 -(;r - y the set of names for operators 
requiring )I arguments; and a morphism C + Z’ of ranked alphabets is a sequence 
p,, : z‘,, -b I:, of functions. Introducing co-arity but sticking to one sort leads to doubly 
indexed families of sets and functions. E = {L’,,,.,, ( m 2 0, 11 > 0) and g,,,.,, : S,,,.,, -+ iX:,l.,l. 
We could &o restrict to a fixed sort set S, or to some p;:rticular family of sort 
sets. such as all finite sets, or all finite sets of character strings over some fixed 
alphahct. &guen [34] introduces the notion of an error signature. and [3S] general- 
izes to signatures ovt:r ordered sort sets. One could also consider signatures with 
inf-initar!? operations [5X], or signatures whose set of sorts is a category [SY]. 
In each case, we get a category of signatures. Our method in Section 10 (Part 2) 
is to le:jve &is category unspecified. but to give certain assumptions which it must 
satisfy ~~11 as having finite colimits. This :rssumption is satisfied by all the examples 
mentioned above. We now show this tar the case of Definitions 1 and 2, using the 
comma category construction plus the following (see [SO. p. N]): categories A and 
B arc t~quiwletzt itf there is a full, faithful and representative functor F: A -+ B, 
where a functor F is rtymsm~~kx iff for each R E ) BI there is some A E (Al such 
that F-7 A! ih ihomorphic to B in B. Moreover, this notion of ‘equivalence’ is in fact 
‘tn equivalence relation on categories. 
Proposition 5. The category Sig of sorted sigrlatwes has all colimits. 
Proof. We tirst prove that Sig is eyuivalenr to the comma category (Set/Q), where 
Q: Set -+ Set is the functor sending a set S to the set Q(S) = S* X S, and f: S -+ S’ 
to Q( f, sending (II, s) to (f( 14). f(s)). (The reason for proceeding in this wa!J arises 
from the fact that we wish to allow overloading of operators in signatures; otherwise 
wt‘ would have isomorphism of categories, rather than equivalence. because an 
S-sorted signature would be an S* x S-indexed family of sets (generalizing the 
cxanlple in Section 2 and checking that the morphisms also correspond) so that 
(Set/Q) is isomorphic to the category of many sorted signatures with no over- 
loading. ) 
Define a functor F, : Sig + Set to send (S, 2) to the disjoint union U((a, u, S> 1 u c 
‘*’ * .I(. \’ u -: S*, s E S}. Then define F: Sig + (Set/Q) to send (S, S) to the function 
F(S, II’): FI(S. S)+ Q(S) defined by F(S, C)(u-, u, s) =(u, s). We now leave it to thi: 
re;lder to define what these functors do on morphisms, and to check that F is full, 
t,lit hful, :md reprebentative, thus finishing the equivalence proof. 
Because Set is cocomplete, so is the comma category (Set/Q), by Proposition 
2 in Section 2. We conclude this proof by making use of the result that if categories 
A and B are equivalent and i:’ B is cocomplete, then so is A. Thus Sig is cocompletc 
because (Set/Q) is. 0 
This might seem a somewhat elaborate way to prove this result, but its advantage 
is that the proof method obviously applies to other cases. For example. taking 
Q(S) = S* x St gives cocompleteness of the category of many sorted signatures with 
non-trivial co-arity. Moreover, it is easy to see how to interpret signatures with 
co-arity as polyadic graphs (‘polygraphs’) without any disjointness condition: u E V -14.1 
has sources indicated by II, and targets indicated by c. This approach to signatures 
seems to be simpler than, for example, that in [Xl. 
A further example, to be used in Section 4, concerns the category ISet of indexed 
sets (for al1 sets of indices, as opposed to the category of S-indexed sets for a fixed 
\ct S in Section 2). ISet has functions’ f’: S -+ ISet as its objects, has as its morphisms 
from f’: S + ISet( to f’ : S’ - ISetl. pairs (q, ,q) such that q : S --, S’ and g = 
(g, : f’( s) -+ f’i q ( s)) 1 s t-. S) is a .i S-indcscd family of functions. the composition of 
Q. g):.f+ f’ with (g’. g’):f-+,f” is the pair (qq’. ,qg’):_f-+f‘” whcrc (&I, =,I&,,, 
old the idcnt ity at _#’ : S -+ /Set/ is the pair ( I + 1 , ) whcrc ( 1, b, : f( s I-+ _f( s 1 is 1 tI, ,. It 
is easy to h,ec that this is a categq. Now t:lking 0: Set -+ Set to be the idcntit! 
functor. wc get the quivalcncc of ISet with the c’wII~~‘~~ c;ltcgory (Set/Set). ;I 
rcwh uscti in Stlction 4. 
f%r cs:~niplc, consider the l‘oll~>\+*iiig \ gn;iturc , $cii iii IhC llc~ti!ti~~Il 01’ (‘1 t .\t<: 
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4. Sartcd algebmic thewies 
In this section. we present a fairly condensed exposition of one category of theories 
which is of particular interest, and which will be used to illustrate man> of the 
concepts which arise in this paper. This category is a generalization to many sorts 
of ILawvere’s [49] original notion of an -algebraic theory’; it provides a kind of 
absrract ‘proof theiry’ for equational logic. There have been a number of different 
j approaches v defining this generalization. beginning with that of Benabou [lo], 
and going on through an axiomatic approach ivy Ginali [28], Elgot [26] and Thatcher, 
Wagner and Wright [C] anL1 a set of equations approach by Burstall and Goguen 
[Xi] which is in d sense du:\l to this one. We have chosen in this paper to follow 
and generalize the original approach of Lawvcre. This approach has the following 
properties. in addition to its historical precedent: (i) it can be seen concretely as 
forming equivalence classes of terms which denote the same element under all 
interpretations, (ii) the approach incorporates the most fundamental operations on 
terms, namely the substitution of a tuple of terms for a tuple of variables, plus the 
tupling” and untupling of terms into tuples, (iii) the approach generalizes in a natural 
manner to the consideration of other kinds of algebraic theories, such as order 
sorted and error theories, by changing the ‘base category’ (this is defined below), 
(iv) the approach is very convenient for certain constructions carried out in this 
paper, such as forming the theory of an algebra, and forming the image of a theory 
morphism, and (v) the approach is abstract both with respect to any particular set 
of equations used to define it, and with respect to any particular set of operations 
taken as basic. However, not all of these properties are advantages for all purposes. 
ii?+ed, we shall go to some trouble to undo the abstractness with respect to basic 
” ‘I upling’ is the operation of ‘creating a tuple’. Formally, it arises from the universal property of a 
product (01 dually, of a coproduct). ‘Untupling’ extracts a component from a tuple, by applying a 
projection morphism. To be more precise, let (A, 1 i E Z} be an I-indexed family of objects in a category 
C; ict A be their coproduct, with injections j, . * .4, + A for each iE 1, and let B be another object of C 
having morphisms k, : A, + B for i E I. Then there is a unique morphism k : A + B, such that j,k = k, for 
each i t I; this morphism k is called the (sowce) ruplirtg of the k,, and the injection morphisms j, are 
wid to (be ~lhlc: to) rtntu,de k tcj it\ components k, (in the sense that j$ = k,). 
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operations in the next section. On the other hand, the approach of Burstall and 
Goguen [18] already includes a given basic set of operations. 
The basic idea, folloj4ng ADJ [2], is that a theory is a functor from a category 
Tks which essentially consists of tuplin,: and untupling operations over variables of 1 
sorts in a set S, to a category T consisting of (equivalence classes of) terms. Yet 
another approach generalizes ‘monadic theories’ (see [S2]) in such a way as to 
include a particular given set of basic operations [hl]. 
For a given sort set S, let Us denote the category defined as follows: lU,l= S*. l 
where it is convenient to think of w E S* as a function IV: [n] 9 S, whcrt: [N] = j 
(I ‘) ,-,. . . , II) and TV is the length, $$ w, of w; a morphism w + w in Us is a function 1 
f : [X w] -j [X w’] such that I 
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Given a function q : S+ S’, there is a natural induced strict finite csproduct 
prcw-ving functor B J : lrs --, IT,*. For w E S*, P,( W) = cp*( w), and, for f: w -+ W’ in 
US, ~,(f):T,(w)+T,(w’) is in fact f again, since f:[# w]-+[# w’], # w= 
# cp”( w). # IV’ = # q*( w’), and fcp*( w’) = cp( w) since fw’ = w. 
Definition 3. An S- wrtad theory is a functor J : U, --* T which is bijective on objects 
and is finite p--r ,,JtJ.pdact preserving, where T is a category. A morphism of theories, 
from J to .I’, is a p rir (@, F) ot’ finite coproduct preserving functors, with @ = U, 
induced by q : S+ S’, and with F strict finite coproduct preserving.7 such that 
.I 
If,- u 
commutes. Some:imes we will write (9. F) instead of (CD. F,L A nzorphism of‘Ssorted 
thc’or.ks has SD = I 3 \. Let Theo denotL\ the catqory of sorted theories, with the 
cviderlt notions of cornposit ion and idenri~, and let Theo,\ denote the (non-full) 
subcatupory of S-sorted theories. ,I : lJ \ + -IT i< a suhthmry of .I’ : ?J \ --, U’ iff there is 
a morphism ( a, F) : .I -+ .I’ v ith both @ and F inclusions. 
Hcrc art‘ some ot the more basic propertics. 
Proposition 6. III the dwru situation we ha0 
( 1 1 the iuitid object in Theo is I, the ( identity fum‘tor on the) category UrL,, lzu Gng 
one object A. alid one morphisni 1 A , * II is called the trick1 theory. 
( 2) the initial object in Theo, is ( the identity functor on ) Us, 
(3) the firud object in Theos is the surjective functor T-S + I& which identifies all 
fum*tions in each hortl set U s( c, 14 ); Ds is its image, called thednul degmerate ( or .-- 
trikll) thry with sort set S ( note that II is IID,,), 
(4) the Jinal object of Theo is the theory U (, l + ID,, ], 
( 5 ) because each B v has a distirtguished finite coproduct structure, arid bet-ause 
.I : U ., + T prcsemes coprotluct.s, u distinguished coproduct structure is induced on U, 
with .I( II ) II .I( c) = J( II 1 I c), with injection J( 14 j 4 J( 14 fl t:) equcrl to .I( i), where 
i : 14 -+ II 11 r is the injectim in U, ard with initial object J(A ); WY rhall call it f& 
coprotluct structure of IF, 
(6) since J : Us + U is bijective on objects, we can identify the objects of T with 
those of -IT,; und if J is faithful ( and therefore injectice), we can identify a morphsm 
.f of Bs with the morphism J(f) in T which it names; in particular, we shall feei free 
to write T_i L‘. II ) for U( J ( 27). J ( I()), arid to write i for the injection i in U( s7 w ) wrth s = N’,. 
See “ropositian 6(S) for the coproduct structure on 8. 
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(7) we shall call a theory J : Bs -3 T degenerate iff J is not fcrithful; there are 
non-final degenerate theories of any sort set S with # S 2 1. 
By way of notation, we shall frequ+ly ignore J and Us, acting as if IUl =S*, 
and all functions in Us are in T. This is no problem at all as long as T (that is, J) 
is not degenerate, but it can be misleading if U is degenerate. One justification for 
this usage is that there are alternative definitions of sorted theory which present 
the notion (i) as a single category satisfying certain axioms, or (ii) as a quotient of 
some Tz. ADJ [2] has proved the equivalence of (ii) with a functorial definition, 
for one-sorted Lawvere theories, and the equivalence of (ii) with definitions of the 
form (i) is well known. We will return to quotients of theories later. 
As in Section 3, Sig is the category of sorted signatures. Define U : Theo + Sig 
as follows: first, U(J : Us --, U) is (S, X>, where Z = (&,,.s 1w E S”, s E S) with Y - H’. s = 
UW.9. .U w)); and second, assuming tRat U(J) = (S, 2) and U(Y) = (S’, Y}, sthen 
U((@, F): J -+ J’) is the pair (cp, f). with cp :S-, S’ defined from Qi, and f ,,., s: Z,,.,,s + 
\” * VF’cHi’ (F(\,Y for K UC&Q. .I( w)), defined by f,,,.,(t) = F(t) (note the reversal oF 
w, s). 
Theorem 7. In the above situation we Izaue 
( 1) U is a functor, 
(2 1 U has c( left adjoint F : Sig + Theo, 
( 3) F is faithful; irr fat, F is injectiae 011 boti~ objects arld r~~oryhisms. 
F( 1 j = TA is defined roughly as follows: IL/ = S* where its morphisms are tuples 
of terms in operators from z‘ and ‘variable’ symbols A-.;. A-:, A$. . . . For s E S (these 
name the injections in Us) its cor:;p\)siIion is term substitution, and its identities l,,. 
are the tuples [A-:;, x.:2,. . . , x~,$ where w = s1 . . . s,, and i4 is the number of 2 
occurrences of scr in si . . . s,,. 
After taking account of certain modifications (such as many sorts rather than one 
sort), the standard references for the free theory construction can be consulted; 
thev include work?; by Eilenbcrg and Wright [25], AD3 [2] and Lawvere [49]. _ 
One can write x, for A-: for the ith injection s + w; this is just a matter of notation 
when .I : Us -j lJ2 is actually an inclusion. 
In order to describe a particular theory T, it would by awkward to have to 
explicitly describe each U( w, s) and txch identity, composition and tupling operation. 
It is usual to present a theory U as a cluoticnt U/Q of :\ free theory UL by a 
congruence relation 0 which hm lwen genernted by a set ?’ of Stquations. 
f3tzfor~ sketching these notions, WC develop a necessary auxiliary notion. Let 
J : T.$ -+ U be a theory. Now we can form the product category U x U (with 1-T X Ui = 
jT/ x iTI. and U H((A. H). (A’, 8)) =U(A, L?) xU(_4’, B’) for A, X. rS, B’c ]U/l, 
md thus the tarset tupled functor (.I, 1): U, --, 6 X-IT. sending M’ to (9( ~9, A ~9). 
I-hc imapc ot’ the object part I(./. .I)/ of (J. .I) is thy’ set of all pairs (.I( w). .I( ~91 for 
w S’. Ixt T kc the full suhcatqor~ of U x U mirh these objects. and let _? be (.I, .I> 
corcstricted to r. It turns out that .I: U, -+ T is the product of J: Us -+ U with itself 
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in the category Theos of S-sorted theories. It is therefore also designated T x T 
when we are operating in Theo,; hopefully this will not be too confusing. 
Definition 4. A congruence Q on an S-sorted theory iJ is an S-sorted subtheory 
C? of the S-sorted product theory T X U, such that, for each u, u E S*, Q(u, v) c_ 
lJ( u, v) X O( U, 0) is an equivalence relation. 
Definition 5. Let 0 be a congruence on a theory -IT. Then define the quotient, T/Q, 
as follows: IT/O1 k= IUj; (U/0)( u, u) = U( u, u)/Q( u, v), noting that Q( u, v) c 
U( t4, t’) XU( II, u) is an equivalence relation; the congruence properties imply that 
composition, identities and tupling are well defined on the quotient. 
We omit the proofs implied in these definitions; however, they are not very 
difficult to supply, and sim4lar results are proved, for example, in [25, 21. 
Definition 6. An eqlrcrtiort of sort s E S in a theory U is a triple (u, t, t’) with t, 
t’ E U( s, 14) for u E S”; 11 represents the sorts of the universally quantified variables 
that may be used in the equation. A E-equation is an equation in Ur. A (theory) 
presrntntl’o~l k a trinle (S , C, a), where Z is an S-indexed family of sets & (nnt 
necessarily fir&e) of s-sorted Z-equations. Let & be the least congruence on U, 
such that ‘8, ,‘r c QL_f( s, LI), where &,, contains all instances of equations in ‘8, with 
variables of sorts II. & is called the congruence generated by the presentation. 
Then the quotient T&& is the theory defilted or presented by P= (S, C. Q; we 
will sometimes denote this by UP 
~:.E~IK.s syntax for defining constant theories is essentially a way of giving a 
presentation, by listing the sorts. the. operations with their ranks. and the equations 
[ 161; this ass,lmes that there are only a finite number of equation?. For example, 
adding the following to the signature given at the end of Section 3 gives a complete 
algebraic speclhcation in CLEAR for the operations mentioned in tfte signature 
(except that we will omit % for brevity): 
vars 11, ITI : na t ; b : boo1 
eqns n+O= n 
11 + inc( m ) = inc( 12 + 171) 
II * 0 = 0 
II ‘t: inc( 112 ) = 11 + ( II * m ) 
0 5s 11 = true 
inc( n) S (I = lak 
inc(n) S inc( rur) = Iz S m 
I true = false 
7 false = true 
true + b = true’ 
false + b = b 
end 
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There is a general result (for arbitrary sets of equations) which justifies the use 
of presentations to define theories. 
Theorem 8. Every theory T is isomorphic (in Theo) lo a quotient theory of a free 
theory, i.e., to a theory Url/QL,, for some presentation (S, C, %>. 
Proof. ADJ [2] gives details of a proof that every one-sorted theory is a quotient of 
a free theory. The generalization to many sorts is not too difficult. Define the 
signature 2 = (L,,.\ 1 w E S*, s E S) by C,,. ,  = Bts, MJ): then the inclusion I : ,V+ U(T) 
using the ddjunction for free theories gives us I ’ = T: Ul + u. and the co-unit c 
eyuation of the adjunction gives us that T is onto. Let Q( 1~. s) = 
ik, t. t’jjTt t) = 73t’) for t, Z’C D( MT. s)}; then F ==IJ{Q( s, \\~)l.s t-S, k4’ C S*} is a set of 
cqu;ttion\ which generates a congruence QL./ such that U or- L/Q. s 
It might be argued that since finite presentations are used to define theories. and 
since theories are actually infinite objects whereas presentations are finite, we should 
not de;11 with theories, and they can and should be dispensed with. However, this 
is exactly analogous to arguing that we do not need ‘natural numbers’, which are 
abstract idealized objects, but only their representations, which are character strings. 
Therefore, we should study properties of the particular strings of characters which 
GM arise, and dispcnsc with the abstract notion. However, thih approach makes it 
unnecessarily difficult to consider other rcprcccntation systems for the natural 
numbers, and renders almost meaningless the approach of axiomatic char;~cterization 
hv Ikino’s axioms (or the above cquatiuns). Of course , ;tn approach based on a 
partitular character string representation will be quite appropriate for describing 
an algorithm for addition. l3ut how can we prove its corrc’ctncss without an abstract 
charactcrizatiorl of what it is supposed to do? (Such a characterization is given by 
the first two equations above. plus initialit); for example. see [SO); or one might 
want to prove that # (PI LJ B) = # ,4 + # B if -4 n H = t1.) 
The situation is much the same with prcscntations. We can, of course, give 
algorithms for their nlanipulation; but without some more &tract charr~cterizatic~n 
of what the algorithms arc supposed to do, no correctness proof is possible. It 
happens thM the copsoduct of lht’orit’s is quite a good analo~ue to the sum of 
Ilumkrs; CIknc; indeed, we will Iatcr give an algorithm for cak&ting the colimit 
(and thus in pnrticular the coproduct ) of presentations. and then show its correctness 
by proving that it gives a presentation for the colimit of the corresponding theories. 
It is thu:, oi;r pi ‘iin+ of Gw that the true underlying semantics of C’t.t...\t< is theories; 
and while the ztctudl use ’ )f C’l.t:..\l< naturally involves manipulations on presentations. 
the correctness of these manipulations can only be demonstrated with reference to 
the abstract intended r:leaning. namely theories. . 
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In his thesis. Lawvere [49] already showed that the category of (one-stirted) 
theories has coiimits, and it is not difficult to extend this result to many sorted 
theories (see [IO]). We state this explicitly as follows. 
Theorem 9. The category Tlheo has all colimits. 
Meseguer [S3] has shown that various categories of continuous theories have 
colimits. We now turn to colimits of presentations. For this purpose, it is first 
necessary to define morphisms of presentations. 
Definition 6? Let P = (S, 2’, U) and P’ = (S’ , E’, K’> be presentations. Then a 
pesoltatiorl morphism PI-* P’ is a signature morphism (50, g) : (S, 2) + (S’, 2’) such 
that if (II, L, R) c gs, then (q. g)((rt. L, R)) E: %I, ,,. where” (cp, g)((u, L JO) = 
(q( 10, g(L), g(R)). Let kes denote the category of presentations. with identities 
and composition exactly i\s in Sig. 
The reader can easily check that this is a category. We will use the machinery of 
Section 2 to obtain its colimits. Recall that the category ISet of indexed sets has 
as its object, fvnctCt)ns f : S + lSet1, as its morphisms from f : S + ISet to f’ : S’ -+ ISetl, 
pairs (SC. g) f,clch th:jt p : S + S’ and g - (g, : f(s) + f’( cp( s)) 1 s E S) is an S-indexed 
family of Functions, the composition cj,f (q, g): f + f’ with (cp’, g’) : f’ -+ f” in ISet is 
the pair (&, gg’) : f -j f”, where t gg’) \ = g,gk, s,, and the identity at f : 5 + ISet/ is 
the pair ( I.\. II). where (l,j,:f(sj+f(S) is lf,\,. 
As noted following the proof of Proposition 5, ISet is equivalent to the comma 
category (Set/Set). This category is cocomplete by Proposition 2, and therefore 
Set is cocomplete. 
We will now define a functor E : Sig -+ Bet. To do so, given (S, Z), we let C(X) 
denote the signature formed by Z(X),,.,S = E,,.\ for w f A, and E(X),., = & u 
{s$= 1 ,2,. . .}. Thus z‘(X) represents the addition to Z of an infinite collection 
of ‘variable symbols’ s: for each sort s E S. Next, let r,,,Y, denote the set of A1 
terms over Z(X). i.e. all S-terms”’ with variables from X = {$I s E S, i = I, 2, . . .}. 
Now given (S. Z:) in Sig, define IEI( S, Z) to be the S-indexed family ( T&y i,s X 
,.\ ,., 1 s c S), where T1, y,,, 
;L, 
is the set of all s-sorted E-terms in variables X; also 
( 
\ . 
v*, * $) (Y \‘--b L.*M > (3 ‘8, 2’ > in Sig. then (Eh KU, : -LY,.\ x LX,.\ -+ 
. . 
L I\.,.<,\,X LY,<I\~ by sending (II. L. K ) to (ql,. gL, gR), where g has again ken 
cstendcd from operators to terms. 
Aw let 2 denote the f0llowiq vcrv particular element of ISet: its source is some r 
tiscd one point set { - 1: ;inll Z( . ) = (0, 1 }. Then Pres is isomorphic to the comma 
category (E/2): For a morphism (CF. g} : E( (S, 2)) + 2 in ISet must have q : S -+ { .} 
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the constant map, and thus each g, : Txcx,,, X T~csI,, -*{O, 1) is the same thing as a J 
set g;‘( 1) of s-sorted E-equations in X-variables. In order to apply Corollary 4, 
we need to know that Sig is cocomplete (which we have from Proposition 5), that 
ISet is cocomplete, and that the Sig-component of E preserves colimits (which we 
omit). It then follows that Pres has colimits. 
We now wish to establish an acijunction between Pres and Theo; again, we shall 
be skimpy on details. The forgetful functor U : Theo + Pres sends B to (S, 2, %) 
where (S, 2) as in Theorem 8, and 25’ has ‘2$ = LJ { O( s, u)lu E S”), where 0 is the 
congruence given by Theorem 8; this set of equations involves arbitrarily many 
variables, and may be very large, but it is always available, and, in a sense, is the 
simplest and most complete possible. Clearly, the free theory functor F : Pres + Theo 
is going to send P = (S, E, 8) to lJP = U,/ & (see Theorem 8 for the notation), and 
the universal property for the inclusion P -+ U(F(P)) can now be verified. Let us 
state this explicitly as follows. 
Theorem 10. With U : Theo -+ Pres nrzd F : Pres + Theo as dcfitwd aboce, F-i U. 
From this follows the correctness result for calculating colimits which we men- 
tioned earlier as being analogous to the usual kind of correctnesq result for calculating 
sums of natural numbers. All that is needed is that F preserves colimits because it 
is a left adjoint. 
G -Theo 
Pres . 
We now give an example of the computation of colimits in Thea beginning 
with particular specifications. written in a Cl_t:~\~-like syntltx. Here are some 
presentations: 
t300t. 
sorts boo1 
opns true : + hod 
false : + boo1 
--I : book+ boo1 
A : bool, boo1 + boo1 
eqns -3 rue = false 
7false = true 
fake A p = false 
true A p = p end 
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(The syntax is slightly inexact because it does not specify that A is infix, for example; 
but this should cause no real confusion.) Next, we giv.: the simplest possible version 
of the natural numbers: 
haTO 
sorts nat 
opns 0 : + nat 
inc : nat + nat end 
NATP 
sorts nat, pos 
opas 0 :+nat 
inc : nat + nat 
zero? : nat + pos 
zero : -’ pos 
posn :+pos 
and : pas, pos + pas 
not : pos + pos 
eqns zero?( 0) = zero 
zero?( inc( t1) $ = posn 
not posn = zero 
not zero = posn 
posn and t = posn 
zero and t = r end 
S-1 KINCiOFNAT 
sorts string, nat, boo1 
opns unit : nat + string 
.1 : -+ string 
0 : string, string + string 
0 :+nat 
WCC : nat + nat 
empty? : string + boo1 
true : + boo1 
false : + boo1 
and : bool, boo1 4 boo1 
not : boo1 + boo1 
eqns .b s =s 
SO s = s 
(9 t). u = SO (to u) 
empty?( A ) = true 
empty?(unit( n) 9 s) = false 
not true = false 
not false = true 
false and p = false 
true and p = P end 
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We now define a number of presentation morphisms. First, nt ’ = (p ‘, g ‘) : NATO + 
NATP has cp’ an inclusion, and each g,!,il~fl,,,il, an identity. Let m2 = (q’, g’): NATO+ 
STKINGOFNAT have (p’ the identity, and &n&I) = 0, gk,,l,,,,,,(inc) =WCC, and gt., 
the identity (on 0) otherwise. Let m3 = (& g’): HOOL+ NATP have q’(bool) = pos, 
gk,,,,(true) = zero, g‘:.‘70n~ (false) = pas, &~,~.~,oC,I(~) = not, and gk,t troc,t,t,clot( A ) = and. 
Finally, let jnJ = (cp’, g”) : HOOL + STKINGOF‘NAT have cpJ an inclusion, and g:.tr,,,t as 
identities, and gJh,,,,I,l,ool and gz,,C,I I c,C,l,t ,,, , I as above for g”. The following diagram IV 
results in Pres: 
From the comma category construction of Pres. it is easy to set’ that the following 
is ;t colimit ot3ject of !?I, 
<‘Ol.lhl 
sorts nat, bool, string 
opns 0 
inc 
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Now, because the free theory function T preserves colimits (since it is a left 
adjoint). the following diagram in Theo: 
u \ \Ilt lr I%( )( )I 
has colimit object T ( ol Ihl in Theo, with the injections in its cone being U of those 
in the colimit cone of COLIM in Pres. 
The above example illustrates how shared subtheories get handled. For a contrary 
case. consider the diagram 
13001. 13001_ 
in Pres. Its colimit is 
sorts boo1 1. boo12 
cbpns :rue 1 : + boo/ I 
talse I : + hooll 
true2 : --) boo12 
false2 : + b0oll 
not 1 : hm’i I 4 boo1 1 
not 2 : bool2 --, ho12 
and 1 : i3ool 1, boo1 1 + boo1 1 
an dZ : h.312. boo12 + two13 
eqns not 1 true 1 = false 1 
not 2 true2 = false2 
not 1 false 1 = true1 
not2 false:! -= true:! 
false1 and 1 pl = false 1 
true1 and1 pl =pl 
f;\lsc2 Nld2 /Q = false3 
true2 and2 p2 = p2 end 
-lJ I(( I( )I u I3( )I )I 
in Theo is 7 ,‘ 1300,.. (I‘hi~ is anakpus to saying of the natural numbers that 2 + 2 = 4.) 
Tht: connection between theories and presenkttions is actually more intimate than 
the preceding might suggest, and in order to carry C)UL certain colimit calculations, 
sOme further information is needed, which we now provide. 
Let US c;l!l a presentation P= l.5. 1, 6) fiflly ckvxd, and ais0 it5 family 7 of 
ec~uittir~t:~ (dd~~c~tir*el~) chsec-l, iff P = U(U) for some theory IL where U is the 
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functor of Theorem 10. (Using the connection with congruences, it can be shown 
that 8 is closed iff it is closed under reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and substitutiv- 
ity of equality, plus two additional rules for adding and omitting quantifiers;” this 
explains the choice of the word ‘closed’.) Notice that a fully closed presentation 
will (in general) have an infinite signature. 
Theorem lObiS. Theo is equivalent to the full subcategory of Pres of fully closed 
presentations. Indeed, B s F( U(B)) for each theory 8; and (p. f) : B + -IT’ is a theory 
morphism iff (cp, g) : U(T) -+ I1Jf-K’) is a presentation ntorphism where g,%*.., : Z ,..s +
\f ~qcI1.4&\ is fits, : lr( s, IV) + T-(cps, cpw). 
This result will permit us to calculate colimits of arbitrary diagrams of theories 
by passing to the corresponding fully closed presentations, where colimits can bz 
computed using the comma category results (the colimit is the same in a full 
subcategory by Lemma 1 S (see Part 2)). An example is given in Section 9. We do 
not prove this result here, but the proof is not difficult. 
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